MGA Travel - Cruise/Trip Cancellation Authorization Form
Michael Graham & Associates (MGA Travel)
10764 HWY 707, SUITE 1
Myrtle Beach, SC 29598
Phone 843-279-0310 Fax 843-215-5544
office@takethetrip.com
This document serves as a written request to cancel your upcoming vacation.
Please provide the following information.

Full Name:

Your Agents Name: Pick One

Tour Provider/Cruise Company Name:

Any
Joan
Sharon
Marge
Kelly
Michael
Elyse
Jody
Jane
Tom
Reservation Number: Troy

If you had a choice for a type of reimbursement, what did you select and what did you decline?

Reason(s) for Cancelling, (Pick One):

Medical

By checking the box “I understand” and signing below, I agree and I understand and accept that vendor penalties,
Sick Relative
Cruise
Changed
Other
Line
Mind
or Tour Company Suspended Sailing/Trip
terms and conditions may apply. I understand that if I voluntarily cancel a trip/sailing, and the vendor later suspends
(cancels entirely) that same trip/sailing, any compensation offers that become available at that time will not apply to
me retroactively. I understand that if I had a choice to accept either a future travel credit or a refund, that this choice is
final and cannot be changed later. I understand that if a future travel credit is selected and applied to a future trip, and
then that trip is canceled, my only option will be another travel credit. I understand and accept that certain MGA Travel
components that include tours, transfers, hotels, or motorcoach packages are nonrefundable, including Graham Tours.
They remain nonrefundable even if another related component of the overall itinerary, such as a cruise or vacation
package, is suspended (canceled entirely) by the vendor or voluntarily cancelled by myself. I further understand and
accept that if I voluntarily cancel any travel component(s), that I cannot retroactively change that decision, even if
another party causes the cancellation in the future and/or offers a refund for that portion of the travel.

I understand
If Yes, will you be filing a claim?

Yes

Yes

No

No

01/25/21

Please advise if you have travel insurance.

N/A
This agreement also includes acknowledgement of receipt and acceptance OF OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS AS SHOWN IN THE
INVOICE DISCLAIMER, AND ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS INCLUDING OUR Travel Advisory, Terms & Conditions, Consumer Disclosure,
and Privacy Policy.
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